
  Related Perspectives

 Fiscal Agenda Supportive of Non-U.S. Equities
International Growth ACWI ex-US 2Q21: Rotating equity leadership creates short-term headwinds that should ultimately
lead to attractive long-term performance for international growth stocks

 Technology Makes a Comeback
Global Growth 2Q21: Recent Strategy performance has been broad-based, led by secular growth companies as well as
rebounding emerging growth names.

 International Growth Strategy Update 2Q21
PM Michael Testorf discusses a growth comeback in the second quarter, positioning changes and where he sees opportunity
in the second half.

 Balancing Cyclicality with Secular Growth Trends
International Growth ACWI ex-US 1Q21: A value rotation and sharp rise in yields weighed on emerging growth names.

 Looking Past Recent Value Rotation
Global Growth 1Q21: The long-term dynamics for growth companies remain compelling due to more attractive valuations in
some regions and their key role in enabling digitalization.
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Portfolio Managers Elisa Mazen and Pawel Wroblewski join Jeff Schulze to discuss how different regions are adjusting to the
COVID-19 pandemic, secular trends in technology and related industries, risks and opportunities in China and the importance of
stimulus programs and sustainable policies to global growth. 
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